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a b s t r a c t
We describe how to maintain the triangular factor of a sparse QR factorization when
columns are added and deleted and Q cannot be stored for sparsity reasons. The updating
procedures could be thought of as a sparse counterpart of Reichel and Gragg’s package
QRUP. They allow us to solve a sequence of sparse linear least squares subproblems in
which each matrix Bk is an independent subset of the columns of a fixed matrix A, and
Bk+1 is obtained by adding or deleting one column. Like Coleman and Hulbert [T. Coleman,
L. Hulbert, A direct active set algorithm for large sparse quadratic programs with simple
bounds, Math. Program. 45 (1989) 373–406], we adapt the sparse direct methodology
of Björck and Oreborn of the late 1980s, but without forming ATA, which may be only
positive semidefinite. OurMatlab 5 implementationworkswith a suitable rowand column
numbering within a static triangular sparsity pattern that is computed in advance by
symbolic factorization of ATA and preserved with placeholders.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Main aim and motivation
We deal with the problem of maintaining sparse QR factors of the form
APk = [Bk Nk] = = Q¯k [R¯k Sk], Q¯k , [Qk Zk], R¯k ,
[
Rk
O
]
,
where A ∈ Rm×n is a given fixed matrix with m > n or m ≤ n (often m  n) whose columns are reordered in the kth
iteration of a certain algorithm by the column permutation Pk, in such a way that APk can be partitioned into Bk ∈ Rm×nk
and Nk ∈ Rm×(n−nk) with nk ≤ m. Every Bk is a linearly independent subset of the columns of A that is generated by
adding/deleting a column to/from Bk−1 from/to Nk−1. The jth column of A is denoted by aj, and we assume that ‖aj‖2 6= 0
for all j ∈ 1: n and that A has no dense rows. (The latter is admittedly a critical assumption.)
If the problem were dense, then the maintenance of the QR factorization of Bk after adding/deleting a column (either
coming or not from a fixedmatrix A) could be donewith Reichel andGragg’s packageqrup [1], because both the orthonormal
factor Qk (i.e., the first nk columns of Q¯k) and the triangular factor Rk can be explicitly updated. But when one moves to a
sparse framework, the orthogonal factor cannot be explicitly stored for sparsity reasons, not even the orthonormal factor
alone. Moreover, the predetermination of the sparsity structure of Rk ∈ Rnk×nk as a substructure within the static structure
(computed in advance) of an upper triangular matrix R ∈ Rn×n is a vital feature that leads to efficiency, and a column of Sk
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is computed only when it becomes a column of R¯k. The key point is that an initial column preordering P of the columns of A
is computed for the Cholesky factor RT of PT (I + ATA)P to be as sparse as possible, and then we actually work with
(AP)Pk = [Bk Nk] = = [Qk Zk] [R¯k Sk], R¯k ,
[
Rk
O
]
,
without storing Qk, Zk and Sk. The reader should take into account that the static structure of R can be obtained without
computing R itself, and should not confuse P with Pk, nor Rwith Rk.
Given b ∈ Rm, we have in mind algorithms for the convex NNLS problem
min
x∈Rn
1
2
‖Ax− b‖22 subject to x ≥ O,
with Nk corresponding to components of x that are fixed on their lower bound at the kth iteration (xN = O) and Bk
corresponding to the remaining free variables (xB > O). We use B(k) to denote the ordered list of free variables at the kth
iteration. The adjective ‘‘convex’’ in the problem above is used to point out a difference with the usual strictly convex NNLS
problem, in which A is a tall-and-thin full-column-rank matrix. (The tall-and-thin rank-deficient case is convex.) Björck [2]
and Oreborn [3] proposed an active-set algorithm for
min
x∈Rn
1
2
xTCx+ dT x subject to l ≤ x ≤ r,
which can deal with NNLS problems with
C , ATA and d , −ATb and ∀i ∈ 1: n, li , 0 and ri , +∞.
Björck [2] and Oreborn [3] considered the strictly convex case with C positive definite, and showed how to work in a sparse
framework without forming ATA, with A restricted to be triangular. Coleman and Hulbert [4] showed how to deal with the
problem above when only C is explicitly known, and they allow C to be positive semidefinite. The natural question arises
as to whether it is possible to work in a sparse framework with C positive semidefinite without explicitly forming C as ATA
and with A not restricted to be triangular. To answer this question in the affirmative is the main aim of this paper.
We want to obtain a solution x∗ of the convex NNLS problem for which the corresponding B∗ has full column rank. This
prevents us from using modern and powerful gradient-projection algorithms like tron [5] or infeasible interior-point ones
like lsqp [6]. An algorithm that does allow us to fulfill this requirement is Lawson and Hanson’s nnls algorithm [7,8], but
this is not the only alternative. The Wolfe dual of the convex NNLS problem is the least distance problem
min
y∈Rm
1
2
‖y‖22 subject to ATy ≥ ATb, (1)
which is a strictly convex quadratic program solvable by any primal, dual or primal–dual active-setmethod [9], someof them
with the added bonus that no anticycling rule is needed to prove convergence in exact arithmetic. Moreover, applications
in medicine, operations research and signal processing arise from the fact that isotonic regression problems in their most
general form [10, p. 426]
min
u∈Rm
1
2
‖W (u− a)‖22 subject to MTu ≥ O,
whereW , diag(wi)with wi > 0 is the weighting matrix and a is the vector of observations, can be expressed in the least
distance setting (1) via the change of variables
y , W (u− a) ∈ Rm, b , −Wa ∈ Rn, A , W−1M ∈ Rm×n (m n).
All these active-set algorithms need to solve a sequence of sparse linear least squares subproblems of the form
min ‖BkxB − b‖22. Since we are going to do without the orthonormal factor for sparsity reasons, these subproblems are
solved by the CSNE method of Björck (cf. [2, Section 5] and [11, p. 126]), which amounts to performing a step of fixed
precision iterative refinement after having found the solution x¯B of the seminormal equations RTkRkxB = BTkBkxB = BTkb.
The residual b− Bkx¯B of this subproblemmust often be computed accurately, and Rk must come from a QR factorization of
Bk. Hence some reasoning in terms of duality can justify the need to update (as opposed to recompute) this residual when
performing the fixed precision iterative refinement. The interested reader can find further details in [12]. We focus here on
the maintenance of the triangular factor, namely the development of a sparse counterpart of Reichel and Gragg’s package
qrup [1].
We have developed [13, Section 3.3] aMatlab toolbox—on top of the sparse toolbox ofMatlab 5 [14]—based upon the
sections described in this paper. The proof of the result (given in Section 2) needed to set up the static data structure, as well
as the correctness of the techniques to delete (Section 3) and add (Section 4) a column, are essentially due to Björck [2] (see
also [4,11]). The reason why these details are included is that we want to emphasize the fact (not included in [2,11,4]) that
a different choice in the order in which Givens rotations are used in the classical dense case (see, e.g., [15, Section 12.5.2])
leads us to an efficient sparse updating scheme. Moreover, in our sparse scheme, Bk is not restricted to be a column-echelon
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submatrix (as RFk is in [2,11]) and nor does A
TA have to be formed (unlike in [4]). TheMatlab code (essentially translated
from [13, Appendix B]) for the sparse technique described in this paper can be downloaded (file mslsv1p3.zip next to
Technical Report MA-07-02 link) from the URL http://www.matap.uma.es/investigacion/tr.html
From now on, ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean vector norm and I and O are the identity and zero matrix, respectively, of
appropriate dimension. Subindexing and construction of matrices is done using Matlab notation. To be as close to the
implementation as possible (Matlab stores sparse matrices columnwise, and hence it is more efficient to access a sparse
lower triangular matrix columnwise than a sparse upper triangular rowwise), we use Lk , RTk and L , R
T to explain
implementation details and reserve Rk and R for more theoretical explanations. Following Coleman and Hulbert [4], `∧
and `∨ denote the top and bottom parts of a column vector ` = [`∧; σ ; `∨] when the position occupied by σ is clear from
the context. The notation for Givens rotations is given in [15, p. 216].
2. Setting up the static structure
The predetermination of the sparsity structure of Lk ∈ Rnk×nk as a substructure within the static structure (computed in
advance) of a matrix L ∈ Rn×n is a vital feature that leads to efficiency. To do that, we first determine a permutation matrix
P for the Cholesky factor L of PT (I + ATA)P to be as sparse as possible. InMatlabwe might resort to
>> barA=[A;speye(n)]; p=colmmd(barA);
>> barA=barA(:,p); [ct,h,pa,po,R]=symbfact(barA,’col’); spy(R’)
The key point is that the commands above are equivalent to
>> p=colmmd(A); A=A(:,p); [ct,h,pa,po,R]=symbfact(A,’col’); spy(R’)
since colmmd does not require A to have more rows than columns, we thus use these latter commands rather than the
former ones. The reason is that the structure of ATA and that of I + ATA is the same even if m ≤ n, since we have assumed
that ‖aj‖ 6= 0 for all j ∈ 1: n. Note that we do not form (AP)TAP and that both colmmd and symbfact perform correctly
even though A has more columns than rows; furthermore, we a priori permute the columns of A in such a way that the
natural order coincides with the computed order. The lack of dense rows in A tends to avoid a full dense triangular L, since
no dense rows is a necessary but not sufficient condition for L to be sparse.
Any fill-reducing ordering (e.g., dmperm, colamd, colperm or more sophisticated ones like nested dissection with node
separators at each recursion level as used in [16]) can be used above instead of the minimum degree ordering. The choice
is performed during the call to the routine for the initialization of the data structures, along with the scaling technique
chosen for the problem data. It is worth pointing out that the scale factors are not recorded and the scaled data supersede
the original ones right from the beginning, so this can admittedly alter the meaning of the original problem.
The static structure of this L has enough space to accommodate any Lk, so it constitutes an upper bound for the memory needed
[2, Theorem 4.1]. For this to be true, it is crucial that instead of labeling each row and column of both BTkBk and Lk with
consecutive numbers, we label them with the number of the row and column of ATA from which it comes. As an example,
ifm = 4, n = 6, nk = 3 andB(k) = [2, 4, 5], then the matrix Lk will be stored in the triangular nk × nk matrix L(B(k),B(k))
constructed by intersecting the rows and columns of Lwhose indices are inB(k):
B(k) = [2, 4, 5] and L =

×
⊗
× ×
⊗ × ⊗
⊗
× × × × × ×
  Lk = L(B(k),B(k)).
Therefore, the a priori column ordering P of A dictates that of every Bk.
The fill-reducing order chosen has a clear impact in both the sparsity of L and its degree of tightness. For example, when
dmperm is chosen, the rows and columns of A are reordered for A to be in lower block triangular form (dmperm(A’) is
the command actually employed), and therefore the structure of Lk is tightly predicted in L(B(k),B(k)) in the sense that all
placeholders in the predicted structure will be non-zeros in Lk. However, when colmmd is chosen (which could result in
a sparser L), the columns of A are reordered for the a priori structure in L(B(k),B(k)) to be a (non-tight, in general) upper
bound for Lk, and then some placeholders in the predicted structure will actually be zeros in Lk. We assume that only a few
placeholders (NaNs in the actual code) will occur in this latter case, and we take advantage of the fact thatMatlab does not
deallocate memory after assigning a 0 in a sparse matrix previously allocated (with placeholders), and then the memory
allocator is not called when the structure is being recovered. Sparse arithmetic operations can be safely used since the
corresponding NaN placeholders will be reset to 0 before these operations; moreover, NaN placeholders must be reinserted
in case a numerical cancellation occurs or a non-tight structure is being used (e.g., when refactorizing from scratch).
For reasons of clarity,Matlab expressions like LTk \(Lk\(BTkap)) have been coded directly, but it would bemore efficient to
use (Lk\((aTpBk)T ))T/Lk instead. Moreover, the readermaywonderwhy Lk is not saved in a separate variable when it appears
twice in expressions like this. The reason is that this would duplicate the storage needed for Lk, and our code is intended
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not to use more memory locations than are strictly necessary. This can admittedly lead to pretty inefficient loops like that
row-scaling A; ifm additional memory locations were available then it would be better to accumulate the row-scales, form
them into a sparse diagonal matrix S, and compute SA and Sb.
3. Deleting a free variable
LetB(k) = [B1,B2, . . . ,Bi, . . . ,Bnk ] index the free variables and let us delete the variable q , Bi to getB(k+1). Then,
to obtain the factor Lk+1 of BTk+1Bk+1 given the factor Lk of B
T
kBk, we first delete the row q of Lk to get a lower Hessenberg
matrix Hk such that HkHTk = BTk+1Bk+1:
Lk =
L11`T∧q `qq
L21 `∨q L22
  Hk = [L11L21 `∨q L22
]
=
XX X XX X X X
X X X X X
 .
To obtain Lk+1 from Hk we could proceed [15, p. 608] as Gill and Murray [17] did in the dense case, annihilating the diagonal
of L22 by applying Givens rotations to the column pairs (q,Bi+1), (Bi+1,Bi+2), . . . , (Bnk−1,Bnk) and then dropping the last
column, namely
Gk , G(q,Bi+1)G(Bi+1,Bi+2) · · ·G(Bnk−1,Bnk),
HkGk =
[
L11
L21 L˜22 O
]
 Lk+1 =
[
L11
L21 L˜22
]
.
However, with this procedure, L˜22 would be stored in the columns from q to Bnk−1; nevertheless, L˜22 must be stored in
the same place set up (and possibly only partially used) for L22, i.e., in the columns from Bi+1 to Bnk . This can be done by
annihilating `∨q with Givens rotations applied to the column pairs (Bi+1, q), (Bi+2, q), . . . , (Bnk , q), namely
Gk , G(Bi+1, q)G(Bi+2, q) · · ·G(Bnk , q),
HkGk =
[
L11
L21 O L˜22
]
 Lk+1 =
[
L11
L21 L˜22
]
.
As `∨q is sparse, only some of the rotations above have to be performed. It is worth pointing out that this strategy
of eliminating a column of a lower Hessenberg Hk rather than the off-diagonals is the key feature of Reid’s sparse
implementation of the Bartels–Golub LU update [18], as well as that of the Forrest–Tomlin update [19].
Algorithm 1 (Deleting a free variable).
L(B(k), n+ 1)← [O; `∨q]
while there are non-zero elements in L(:, n+ 1) do
j← index of first non-zero element of L(:, n+ 1)
G← Givens(L(j, j), L(j, n+ 1)) {G ∈ R2×2}
L(j : n, [j n+ 1])← L(j : n, [j n+ 1]) · G {Sparse product}
end while
Summing up (cf. Algorithm 1), if we allocate a dense intermediate column vector as column n+ 1 in our static structure
to act as accumulator, we first initialize it with the column q of Hk, restore the static structure of L(q, :) and L(:, q) (to be
used later if needed), and start the annihilation process of the elements of L(:, n + 1) from top to bottom, by rotating with
the corresponding column of L and taking into account the intermediate fill-in in the accumulator.
We use column n + 1 of our static data structure rather than a separate dense column vector to be able to perform the
direct assignment of the result after the right product by G in a single low-level command. It is worth pointing out that a
separate dense work vector would be more efficient in a direct low-level implementation (as opposed to one on top of the
sparseMatlab toolbox).
4. Adding a free variable
Adding a free variable implies adding a new column ap to the matrix Bk. As the computational effort is minimized when
the new column is added at the right of the matrix, we perform this addition in two stages. First we form
B˜(k+1) = [B1,B2, . . . ,Bi−1,Bi+1, . . . ,Bnk+1 ,Bi], p , Bi
and then we reorder it to obtain
B(k+1) = [B1,B2, . . . ,Bi−1,Bi,Bi+1, . . . ,Bnk+1 ],
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because the order is crucial to maintain the static structure (cf. Section 2).
Let BTkBk = LkLTk and B˜k+1 = [Bk, ap]; denoting by [`T , σ ] the new row to add to the bottom of Lk we have that there
exists an orthogonal matrix V˜k+1 such that
B˜Tk+1 =
[
BTk
aTp
]
=
[
Lk O O
`T σ 0
]
V˜k+1 , [L˜k+1 O]V˜k+1,
so then
B˜Tk+1B˜k+1 =
[
BTkBk O
O 0
]
+
[
O BTkap
aTpBk a
T
pap
]
.
However, it also holds that
L˜k+1L˜Tk+1 =
[
LkLTk O
O 0
]
+
[
O Lk`
`T LTk `
T`+ σ 2
]
,
and from a comparison of the two equations above we conclude
Lk` = BTkap and σ =
√
aTpap − `T`.
Note that this technique, due to Gill and Murray [17], avoids the formation of the whole column p of the matrix ATA in [4]
(i.e., we do not compute NTk ap). It is more accurate to proceed as in Björck [11, Section 3.3.3] and consider ` , L
T
k δB , so CSNE
can be applied to obtain the solution δ¯B of min ‖BkδB − ap‖ and then compute σ = ‖ap − Bkδ¯B‖ with the residual obtained
accurately.
Now we partition L˜k+1 in blocks by grouping on one side the rows and columns with index less than p and those with
index greater than p on the other side:
L˜k+1 =
L11L21 L22
`T∧ `
T
∨ σ
  Hk+1 =
L11`T∧ σ `T∨
L21 O L22
 =

X
X X X X X
X O X
X O X X
X O X X X
 .
Reordering in accordance with B(k+1), we have obtained a matrix Hk+1 that satisfies Hk+1HTk+1 = BTk+1Bk+1 and is lower
triangular but has a horizontal spike in row p. In order to get Lk+1 from Hk+1 we apply Givens rotations to the column pairs
(p,Bnk+1), (p,Bnk+1−1), . . . , (p,Bi+1) to annihilate the elements of `
T∨ from right to left using column p:
Lk+1 = Hk+1G(p,Bmk+1)G(p,Bmk+1−1) · · ·G(p,Bi+1).
Furthermore, as `T∨ is sparse we only have to perform some of the rotations described above. Note that in the dense case [15,
pp. 609–610] the usual way to proceed is
L˜k+1 =
L11L21 L22
`T∧ `
T
∨ σ
  Hk+1 =
L11`T∧ `T∨ σ
L21 L22 O
 =

X
X X X X X
X X O
X X X O
X X X X O
 ,
Lk+1 = Hk+1G(Bnk+1−1,Bnk+1)G(Bnk+1−2,Bnk+1−1) · · ·G(p,Bi+1),
but as in Section 3, the L˜22 matrix obtained after the rotations would not occupy the same place as L22.
Algorithm 2 (Adding a free variable).
L(p, [0B(k)])← [0, `T∧, OT ]
L(0, [0B(k)])← [σ , OT , `T∨]
while there are non-zero elements in L(0, p+ 1: n) do
j← index of last non-zero element of L(0, p+ 1: n)
G← Givens(L(0, 0), L(0, j)) {G ∈ R2×2}
L([0 j: n], [0 j])← L([0 j: n], [0 j]) · G {Sparse product}
end while
L([0 p], 0)← L([p 0], 0)
L(: , p)← L(: , 0) {Sparse assignment}
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Summing up (cf. Algorithm 2), once ` and σ have been calculated, we first locate `T∧ at the beginning of row p of Lk+1.
Next, we allocate as column 0 of our static structure a dense intermediate column vector initially zero to act as accumulator
for column p of Lk+1, and as row 0 a sparse vector whose first element is initialized to σ and whose last part is initialized
to `T∨. Then we start the annihilation process of the elements of L(0, p + 1: n) from right to left, by rotating column 0 with
the corresponding column of L and taking into account the intermediate fill-in in the accumulator; the sparsity of row 0
is exploited to know which columns have to be rotated. Finally we move the contents of column 0 taking care of the static
structure of L(: , p), since Barlow has proved in [20] that non-structural non-zero elements (i.e., those that do not fit into the
predicted structure due to rounding errors) can be omitted without compromising the numerical accuracy.
We have used row 0 and column 0 of the static structure for ease of exposition. In the actual implementation, column
0 is in fact column n + 1 of the static structure, and row 0 is explicitly maintained with σ and ` as a sparse work vector. A
sparse work vector rather than a dense work vector for row 0 was used to be able to determine (with find) the positions of
its non-zero elements, but it is worth pointing out that a direct low-level implementation (as opposed to one on top of the
sparseMatlab toolbox) should use a dense work vector for efficiency reasons by simply skipping the trailing zeros. In other
words, the annihilation (from right to left in row 0) of the elements of the dense work vector that are already zeros could be
avoided by checking whether they are zero one after another, and this skipping is accomplished in the sparse work vector
by pointing directly to the positions of the non-zero entries.
5. Concluding remarks
Reichel andGragg’s packageqrup of the early 1990s [1] can be used to solve a sequence of dense closely related linear least
squares subproblems. The aim of this paper was to develop its sparse counterpart in aMatlab computational environment,
and thus we have analyzed how to maintain the triangular factor of a sparse QR factorization—in order to solve a sequence
of sparse linear least squares subproblems whose matrix is a linearly independent subset of the columns of a fixed matrix
A—by adapting the sparse direct methodology of Björck [2] and Oreborn [3] as Coleman and Hulbert [4] did, but without
forming ATA, which may be only positive semidefinite.
As regards computational results, the interested reader can consult [13,21] to realize that our sparse package works
successfully withm up to 2500 when using minimum degree ordering. We guess that a low-level implementation could be
more efficient and able to deal with larger values ofm, especially when using a better ordering that results in a sparser factor
and a computational kernel in which NaNs were treated as zeros. OurMatlab code can serve as a clarifying stepping-stone
towards such a low-level implementation. Having the concepts and techniques described in this paper in mind, we think
that it is possible to take advantage of the recent incorporation of a row updatable/downdatable feature [16] in Davis and
Hager’s cholmod package, in which the static structure is partially reconstructed as needed rather than recovered from the
placeholders computed at the very beginning. Nonetheless, this relationship is not trivial at all and we will consider it in
future work.
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